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            Predicting Positive Engagement

            
              Verify media quality, eliminate fraud and risky placements, 
              segment and optimize your audience and deliver high-quality response for your branding content.
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        Our Advantages

        
            
                
                    
                        
                    

                    Holistic Video Solution

                    360° view for DSP/SSP

                        Built-in an advanced methodology to

                        allow combining scalability with protection

                        and performence

                

            

            
                
                    
                        
                    

                    Machine Learning

                    Advanced intelligent tools

                        allowing optimal results via

                        VideMob SDK

                

            

            
                
                    
                        
                    

                    VideMob™ Optimization

                    Accelerate revenue using real-time

                        data analytics tools

                

            

            
                
                    
                        
                    

                    New Data Dimension

                    Additional data layers including

                        supporting user matching

                        and empowering any request

                

            

            
                
                    
                        
                    

                    VideMob™ Shield

                    	Real-time fraud and brand

                            safety management
	Next generation protection layer


                

            

            
                
                    
                        
                    

                    Multi-Screen Technology

                    Smart screen consolidation using 

                        innovative approach and advanced 

                        proprietary player

                

            


        

    



    
        
    

    
        
            Publishers

            Views for Revenue

            Tap in to global budgets from premium brands with built-in server-side header bidding

        


        
            
                
                    
                        
                            
                        

                        
                            Intelligent Tools to Optimize your Yield

                            Publishers enjoy yield optimization using intelligent decision-making
                                workflows, machine learning processes and optimized targeting algorithms

                            	Intelligent real-time decision making - Dynamic waterfall automatically
                                    selects the best demand partners for each request
	Solving the latency challenge with real-time full workflow in under 10ms.
	Using machine learning processes, the platform analyzes multiple parameters
                                    such as fill rates, conversion rates, prices, response time and other parameters
                                    that impact yield.
	Better targeting using real-time data combined with proprietary matching
                                    algorithms ensures optimized yield.


                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            
                        

                        
                            Monetize without Integration Hassles

                            Quickly and easily integrate VideMob into any mobile or Web environment:

                            	Native Android and iOS SDKs
	HTML/JS tag
	Open RTB support
	Web browser players – Mobile, Desktop and smart TV


                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            
                        

                        
                            Optimized Revenues from all Ad Formats

                            	In-stream, out-stream, native, interstitials/full screen and custom ad types
	Compliance with IAB standards – HTML5 VPAID, VAST


                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            
                        

                        
                            Scale-up with Full Transparency and Control

                            
                                The VideMob platform monitors and analyzes 100% of all traffic, leveraging its large scale architecture.
                            

                            	Monitors 100% of traffic in real-time to detect invalid and fraudulent traffic
	Supports more than 1.5 million QPS and can scale up easily
	Manages 15 billion requests per day
	Analyzes 1.5TB of data every day
	Implements real-time intelligent decision-making processes in less than 10ms


                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            
                        

                        
                            Real-time Media Asset Management

                            
                                VideMob delivers a comprehensive set of powerful management tools
                                and dashboards to enable full transparency and effective control of
                                your media assets
                            

                            	Provides real-time data, analytics, testing capabilities and detailed reports
	Video-centric metrics that enable actionable insights.
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            Advertisers

            
                Reach for Engagement
            

            Access the visitors of 1500+ leading apps and websites with real-time analytics


        


        
            
                
                    
                        
                            
                        

                        
                            Superior Campaign Effectiveness

                            Advertisers enjoy improved campaign efficiency and traffic quality using VideMob’s next generation technologies such as intelligent targeting and decision-making, machine learning processes and user matching algorithms.

                            	VideMob applies real-time decision making and anti-fraud algorithms
	Ads are dynamically targeted by multi-dimensional parameters such as content, context,
                                    geolocation, audience, demographics, behavior and category
	User matching - Innovative tools to identify, track and target unique users
	Increases process efficiency with advanced features to reduce duplicate/invalid requests
                                    from multiple SSPs


                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            
                        

                        
                            Successfully Block Fraud in Real-time

                            The innovative VideMob Anti-Fraud solution dramatically improves campaign effectiveness and ensures that your video ads are are actually viewed as intended by your target audience.

                            	Analyzes 100% of ad traffic using unique algorithms to identify and automatically
                                    block fraud in real-time
	Monitors each step of the full workflow and performs cross analysis of requests
                                    and impressions
	Identifies NHT and abnormal user behavior


                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            
                        

                        
                            Advanced Brand Safety Technologies

                            100% transparency, algorithm-driven delivery and configurable matching controls
                                ensure that ads run in the most appropriate environments for optimized brand safety
                                and exposure.

                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            
                        

                        
                            Impressive Viewability and Completion Rates

                            
                                The next generation VideMob platform enhances your campaign effectiveness with a complete set of viewability tools, various video players and support of all standards
                                and ad types.
                            

                            	Real-time analysis of devices and dynamic conditions ensures that video ads are delivered
                                    and counted as impressions only if they are actually seen as intended
	Higher completion rate as a result of dynamic targeting, user matching and viewability tools
	100% viewability leveraging our various video players


                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            
                        

                        
                            Complete solution for All Ad Formats and Standards

                            	Variety of video players for mobile, desktop and smart TV
	Supports all video standards including VAST and HTML5 VPAID
	Enables delivery of in-stream, out-stream and custom ad types


                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            
                        

                        
                            Massive Scale with Full Transparency and Control

                            
                                The VideMob platform monitors and analyzes 100% of all traffic, leveraging its large scale architecture.
                            

                            	Monitors 100% of traffic in real-time to detect invalid and fraudulent traffic
	Supports more than 1.5 million QPS and can scale up easily
	Manages 15 billion requests per day
	Analyzes 1.5TB of data every day
	Implements intelligent real-time decision-making processes in less than 10ms
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            Audience

            
              Filter ad opportunities for quality and uniqueness
            

        

        
            
                
                    
                        
                            
                        

                        
                            Intelligent Workflows and Optimization Algorithms

                            The VideMob platform monitors and analyzes 100% of all traffic, leveraging its large scale architecture.

                            	Monitors 100% of traffic in real-time to detect invalid and fraudulent traffic
	Supports more than 1.5 million QPS and can scale up easily
	Manages 15 billion requests per day
	Analyzes 1.5TB of data every day
	Implements intelligent real-time decision-making processes in less than 10ms


                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            
                        

                        
                            Built-in Real-time Fraud Prevention

                            VideMob innovative Anti-Fraud solution ensures that video ads are actually viewed as intended
                                by your target audience

                            	VideMob monitors each step of the full workflow – from request to impression - in real-time
	Detects NHT and abnormal user behavior and measures dynamic events, including time between
                                    requests and duplicate impressions per request
	Identifies and blocks fraud in real-time – 76% of fraudulent traffic is blocked at the request level
	Compliance with IAB fraud standards
	Full support of mismatched request/impression IP addresses and black/white lists


                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            
                        

                        
                            Complete Multi-screen Solution

                            
                                VideMob offers a variety of video players and SDKs for any screen and video ad type.
                            

                            	Native Android SDK
	Native iOS SDK
	HTML5 VPAID
	VAST
	HTML/JS tag
	Open RTB support
	Web browser player – Mobile, desktop and smart TV
	In-stream, out-stream and custom ad types


                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            
                        

                        
                            Alfa Share: Share videos - Get revenues

                            Alfa Share is an iOS/Android app that lets anyone generate revenue by sharing their videos. Download the Alfa Share app for Android or iOS.
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        Technology

        
          100% In-house tools to stay privacy-compliant and achieve advertising goals
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                            BestTechie - Fraud: the biggest threat to the AdTech industry

                            
								
							
                        

                    
                

            

            
                
                    

                        
                            
                        

                        
                            e27 - Here's how you can monetise your videos through social media

                            
							
						
                        

                    
                

            

            
                
                    
                        
                            
                        

                        
                            Forbes - No 'Bad Blood' For Swift And Apple: What's Next For Content And Sharing


                            
							
						
                        

                    

                

            

            
                
                    
                        
                            
                        

                        
                            Inc – 5 Fearless Companies Facing The Changing Ad Tech World


                            
							
						
                        

                    

                

            


            
                
                    
                        
                            
                        

                        
                            MediaPost - Cydersoft Bolsters Fraud Detection Product Line With Real-Time Capabilities


                            
							
						

                        

                    
                

            

            
                
                    
                        
                            
                        

                        
                            TechCo - Cydersoft Uses Machine Learning to Battle Fraud-Bots


                            
							
						
                        

                    
                

            

            
                
                    
                        
                            
                        

                        
                            אפליקציה חדשה מאפשרת לכל אחד להרוויח כסף משיתוף של סרטוני וידאו


                            
							
						
                        

                    
                

            

            
                
                    
                        
                            
                        

                        
                            Jerusalem post - Tech talk: They’re gonna put me in the movies


                            
							
						
                        

                    
                


            

        


    



    
        Careers

        
            
        

        Join us, we are hiring!

        	
                
                    Senior Partnership Manager
                    
                

                
                    Description:

                    	Develop long-term relationships to ensure retention and successful cooperation
	Providing timely feedback to management regarding performance, overall activity and campaigns strategy
	On-boarding & training new customers on VideMob solutions
	Grow accounts, upsell, maintain control over account status and progress
	Working closely with internal teams to maximize business opportunities, advocate for clients, renew business and share knowledge across the organization
	Identifying new market trends, networking and attending various trade shows and industry events


                    Skills & Qualifications:

                    	BA in Finance, Sales, Marketing or related field; MBA preferred
	At least 2 years of account/success management experience in one of the following fields: ad network, ad tech, or digital advertising
	Familiarity with video and associated technologies a plus
	Proactive; curious; quick learner; able to work independently
	Excellent interpersonal and presentation skills, ability to manage communication with enterprise executives at all levels
	Technical orientation
	Great communication, time-management, and organizational skills
	Candidate must be results-oriented, pro-active, self-motivated with a strong attention to detail, and work well within a team environment including remote locations
	English at a mother tongue level
	Willingness to travel abroad from time to time


                    Apply
                

            
	
                
                    Senior International Sales Manager
                    
                

                
                    
                        Cydersoft is looking for a sassy Sales Manager to join our team!

                        If you’re an excellent negotiator, with proven track record of exceeding sales goals and familiar with digital advertising trends; Then come join us!
                    

                    Description:

                    	Identifying new market trends, networking and attending various trade shows and industry events
	On-boarding & training new customers
	Create and deliver webinars and training to potential and existing customers and partners
	Working closely with internal teams to maximize sales opportunities, advocate for clients, renew business and share knowledge across the organization
	Generate and qualify new sales opportunities with the goal of developing and establishing business with new clients.
	Manage an ongoing, global sales pipeline and conducting high level negotiations
	Determine customer requirements and expectations in order to recommend specific products and solutions


                    Skills & Qualifications:

                    	BA in Finance, Communications, Marketing or related field; MBA preferred
	At least 2 years of account/sales management experience in one of the following fields: ad network, ad tech, or digital advertising
	Familiarity with video and associated technologies – an advantage
	Proactive; curious; quick learner; able to work independently
	Excellent interpersonal and presentation skills, ability to manage communication with enterprise executives at all levels.
	Strong work ethic and drive to exceed expectations
	Technical orientation
	Candidate must be results-oriented, pro-active, self-motivated with a strong attention to detail, and work well within a team environment including remote locations
	English at a mother tongue level
	Willingness to travel abroad from time to time


                    Apply
                

            
	
                
                    Marketing Manager
                    
                

                
                    Description:

                    	Plan and execute an overall marketing plan.
	Managing multi-channel marketing campaigns
	Set marketing goals and constantly analyze results, driving for higher performance
	Manage all communication channels including social media, company blog, and email newsletters
	Produce engaging content to support sales and marketing efforts
	Oversee PR opportunities and projects


                    Skills & Qualifications:

                    	2+ years of experience managing marketing efforts for a start-up.
	Experience marketing in an ad-tech company - strong advantage.
	Experience crafting marketing materials and content in a technological company
	Exceptionally strong oral and written communication skills
	English at a mother tongue level
	Experience managing paid online campaigns, e.g. PPC / LinkedIn / Facebook – advantage
	Experience organizing events or presentations/booths in events – advantage


                    Apply
                

            
	
                
                    Ad Tech Operations Manager
                    
                

                
                    Description:

                    	Develop a detailed project plan and monitor progress
	Drive project development and implementation process, ensuring it moves ahead quickly and effectively.
	Optimize work processes and methodologies to improve ongoing results.
	Lead internal complex projects to ensure delivery.
	Evaluate the resources needed to achieve each project's goals to communicate them upwards.
	Coordinating campaign launch with Client Success Management team
	Implementation, testing and QA of third party tags prior to launch
	Troubleshoot issues with campaigns, creative, and implementations as they arise in a timely manner
	Multi-task on various campaigns and projects, remaining organized throughout and prioritizing tasks as needed
	Identify areas of improvement and make recommendations to enhance processes within the AdOps team as well as other teams including the Product and Engineering Teams


                    Skills & Qualifications:

                    	2+ years of experience of project management
	Experience analyzing solution requirements, designing solutions, leading implementation and configuration.
	Communication and team management skills
	Excellent organizational and time management skills, as well as the ability to multi-task
	Native level English speaker and writer.
	Experience optimizing workflows of complex projects
	Experience working in international, remote teams


                    Apply
                

            



        Can’t find the right job for you?

        Send CV
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                Contact us

                Israel Office

                
                    
                    10 Ha-Hagana St. Or Yehuda, 6022410, Israel
                

                NY Office

                
                    
                    420 Lexington Avenue, Suite 300 New York, NY 10170 ,USA
                


                Sales

                
                    
                    sales@videmob.com
                

                Support

                
                    
                    support@videmob.com
                

            

            
                Ready to get started?
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